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ABSTRACT:Establishing primary neural cultures on conducting polymers is a powerful technique for in-vitro analysis 
of primary structural networks and functional complexities of electro-chemical neural signaling. Several doped 
polymers like PEDOT materials have been developed and applied in the field of neuro-cultural studies, especially for 
electro-stimulation studies. In this work, tosylate doped PEDOT materials have been studied to grow primary cultured 
hippocampal neurons directly from neonatal rat brain, obtained via newborn litters of SD ratsmaintained in our lab. 
Immunofluorescence assay was performed to view structural integrity for individual neurons showing healthy growth, 
maturation and viability of cells grown onto such polymer. The functional potency of these neurons with respect to 
acute synaptic behavior was visualized using Ca+ ion modulated stimulus-response imaging. Experiments conducted 
over long growth periods showed PEDOT: tosylate capable of sustaining healthy primary neuron cultures for at least 15 
days and potentially applicable for further in-vitro/in-vivo studies.  
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I. INTRODUCTION 
 
Neurological disorders affect and debilitate the normal brain function in about 6% of the total population 

globally[1]. The possibilities for brain electrodes implants are endless but would need comprehensive study upon the 
effects of stimulation in various regions of the brain, the development of neural interfaces capable of high recording 
sensitivity, low impedance, specific charge injection capacity and long-term stability. The adverse brain tissue reactions 
upon electrodes implantation[2] along with poor electrical charge transfer, low sensitivity and high impedance of the 
electrodes[3] are the most common causes for botched brain electrodes implants. Brain neural network and cellular 
interactions are an extremely complex structure, but until recently most research groups failed to go beyond 2D cell 
culturing methodology; a barrier Mario Romero-Ortega et al.,[4] were able to overcome. Recreating a 3D complex, 
layered brain like microstructure through printing technique using a unique bio-ink consisting of peptide-modified 
biopolymer, gellan gum-RGD (RGD-GG) in conjugation with primary cortical neurons, they were able to study the 
formation of discrete layers of neuronal cells.  

Several in vitro methods have been employed for studying neuron culture which includes earlier methods like 
hanging drop[5, 6], carrel flask[7, 8], roller tube[9], campenot chamber [10] to more modern microfluidic devices[11, 
12] and patterned substrate[13, 14]. The assimilation of neurons on specialized substrates for controlled neural 
development in response to an artificial stimulus is in progress. By manipulating the microenvironment via mechanical 
or biochemical stimulus, modulation of neurons has been achieved[15, 16] to some extent focusing on their impulse- 
signaling. Conducting polymers (CPs) are well suited for inducing on demand neuronal response to electro-
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stimulation[17, 18]. The mechanical and electrical properties for CPs can be fine-tuned[19] for mimicking the 
microenvironment to maintain and regulate neural stem cell differentiation. 
Several conducting polymers have been employed for enhancing neuronal differentiation and promotion of neurite 
outgrowth like polypyrrole (PPy)[20], polyaniline (PANI)[21], polythiophene derivatives like Poly (3,4-
ethylenedioxythiophene) PEDOT[22], etc. Amongst the CPs, the flexibility[23], biocompatibility and inherent electron 
transport properties make PEDOT a viable candidate for interfacing between neurons and organic bioelectronic 
interfaces. By having a dioxyalkylene bridging group across the 3- and 4-positions of its heterocyclic ring, the electrical 
conductivity of PEDOT is vastly improved due to the lowering of its band gap, reduction and oxidation potential, in 
comparison with other polythiophene derivatives[24]; which makes PEDOT have a significant edge over other 
conducting polymers in terms of chemical, environmental and thermal stability.  

Surface topography is also an interesting way to influence and control neurite growth and differentiation [25, 
26]. PEDOT has been utilized in conjugation with various materials like tosylate[27], polyethylene glycol (PEG)[28], 
poly (2-hydroxyethyl methacrylate) (pHEMA)[29],poly(styrene sulfonate) PSS[30],poly(L-lysine-graft-ethylene glycol) 
(PLL-g-PEG)[31],[32], polyurethane (PU)[33] and graphene oxide [34] for neurite outgrowth. The thickness and 
roughness of the PEDOT films directly influence the biological performance of the substrate, with the thicker and 
rougher coatings leading to better conductivity with proportionally reduced biological activity[35]. The in-vivo 
biocompatibility of PEDOT material has also been tested by seeding NIH3T3 fibroblasts on PEDOT films followed by 
its implantation subcutaneously[36], making it a viable candidate for the development of implantable neural prosthetics. 
PEDOT: PSS has been able to support the growth and differentiation of primary embryonic neurons[37],[38]; pre-
layering it with poly-L-lysine further improves the long-term adhesion of neurons[39]. PEDOT: PSS-based 
microelectrodes have found applications in vivo, like recording brain activity[40], including superficial cortical 
activity[41] and electrocorticography (ECoG)[42] in rats amongst others. But although PEDOT: tosylate is better suited 
for biological studies in comparison with other PEDOT-based composites[27],[35] (PEDOT/ PSS and PEDOT/ ClO4), 
there is a dearth of study focusing on growth, differentiation and long-term maintenance of neuron culture on it.  

In this study, we synthesized PEDOT: tosylate substrate for the investigation of its biocompatibility when 
seeded with post-natal rat hippocampal neuronsin vitro. The PEDOT: tosylate material was surface coated with poly-L-
lysine for improving the growth and differentiation of primary neuron cells. The poly–L-lysine PEDOT: tosylate were 
tested for its viability for the growth and differentiation of neurons in vitro for hippocampal cultures. Calcium imaging 
and immunofluorescence study were undertaken to study the synaptic activity, physiological and morphological 
analysis of the neuronal cells when interfaced with the PEDOT-based substrate. Fig 1 depicts the schematic for the 
preparation, coating and experimental design. 
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Fig 1: Schematic overview of preparation, coating and experimental design of the study. 

 

II. MATERIALS AND METHODS 
 

II.1 PREPARATION OF PEDOT:TOSYLATE FILMS. 
Preparation of PEDOT: Tosylate was conducted following the protocol of Hsiao et al.,[43] with some minor 
modifications. For obtaining PEDOT:tosylatefilm, solutions of imidazole (IM) (TCI Chemicals) (1.47 M; inhibitor) and 
Fe (III)TOS (Sigma-Aldrich) (2.56 M; oxidizing agent) was prepared separately in MeOH at 60°C. The preparation of 
PEDOT-Ac precursor involved the mixing of EDOT derivative (67 mg of EDOTAc) with 1.8 mL each of as prepared 
IM and Fe(III)TOS solution followed by spinning at 2000 rpm (10 s) for homogenization. It was then coated on ITO 
glass (RiTdisplayCorporation)(<10 Ω sq-1) and the coated film changed from yellow to dark green/blue upon 
polymerization (10 min) on a hotplate (105 °C). The film was then cooled to room temperature followed by washing 
(thrice) with MeOH to remove the unutilized EDOTAc monomers and excess Fe(III)TOS. 
 
II.2 ANIMAL MAINTAINENCE AND ETHICAL APPROVAL 
Two weeks pregnant SD rats were procured from BioLASCO Taiwan Co., Ltd for the purpose of hippocampal neuron 
extraction. Subsequent to procurement rats were housed under  a pathogen-free condition with controlled light (12 hour 
light/dark schedule; lights on 6am-6pm) and humidity. Autoclaved water and food were given to the rat ad libitum. 
Bedding consisted of wood shavings (Aspen Shavings NEPCO). Cages were cleaned twice a week and sterilized every 
fortnight. The rat handling was done using its tail for all practical purposes. The protocol of the animal experiment was 
approved by and all experiments were performed according to the guidelines of the Academia Sinica Institutional 
Animal Care and Utilization Committee. They were handled according to the established guidelines for animal care at 
the center under procedures in compliance with Taiwanese Law. 
 
II.3 ISOLATION AND CULTURE OF PRIMARY HIPPOCAMPAL NEURON FROM BRAIN 
Prior to hippocampal neuron isolation, all things were sterilized by autoclaving and UV exposure in the hood. Newborn 
rat pups were sacrificed within 16 h and brain tissue obtained using standard dissection techniques. Hippocampal 
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neurons were isolated from post-natal rat[44] pups for neuron cultures., with minor adjustments. Instead of trypsin, 
papain (0.6 mg/mL) was used in HBSS for digestion purpose and horse serum was utilized for the purpose of enzyme 
inactivation after digestion step. All other steps remaining same as reported[44].  
The neurons were plated on glass coverslips (control), PEDOT: PSS and PEDOT: tosylate, coated with poly-L-lysine 
(1 mg/mL in 0.1 M borate buffered saline. Each coverslip or the PEDOT-coated surface was incubated with 1 ml of 
poly-L-lysine than it was removed after overnight incubation and washed with DI water. The plates can be stored up to 
a week at 4° C filled with Hank's Balance Salt Solution (HBSS) (Thermo Fisher Scientific).  
 
II.4 IMMUNOFLUORESCENCE STUDY 
Specific immunofluorescence study was undertaken to differentiate between the growths of neuron morphology on 
poly-L-lysine coated glass coverslips (control) and PEDOT-based material. The cultured neurons (DIV 15) were 
washed with phosphate buffer saline (PBS) (Thermo Fisher Scientific) thrice and then fixed with 4% paraformaldehyde 
(Sigma-Aldrich) in PBS overnight. The slides were subsequently blocked with blocking buffer (3% bovine serum 
albumin (Sigma-Aldrich), 0.3% Triton X 100 (Sigma-Aldrich) in PBS) at room temperature for 30 mins and incubated 
with mouse monoclonal anti-MAP2 antibody (1:1000 dilution; Sigma-Aldrich #M4403)at room temperature for 1 h. 
The slides were then washed with washing buffer (PBST) (0.5% Tween 20 (Sigma-Aldrich) in PBS) thrice before 
incubating with goat anti-mouse IgG-TRITC antibody (1:200 dilution, Sigma-Aldrich #T5393).The samples were then 
visualized with an Olympus 1X81 microscope. 

 
II.5 CALCIUM IMAGING 
Calcium imaging; a powerful physiological tool for studying synaptic function and plasticity of neurons was 
performed. Calcium indicators can be categorized primarily into either ratiometric dyes (Fura 2 AM) and single 
wavelength dyes (Fluo 4 AM). Zeiss AxioVert 200 system (Lambda 10-2 Optical Filter Change) was used to record 
changes in calcium ion concentration in randomly identified neurons (DIV 14). Fura 2 AM (Abcam) is a ratiometric 
calcium probe capable of measurement of basal calcium levels and a small rise in calcium ion concentration. For Ca 
imaging purpose, the coverslip was washed with HBSS thrice and incubated with Fura 2 AM (2µM final conc) for 45 
mins at 37 °C (in incubator). Then cells were again washed with HBSS thrice and incubated in HBSS for 30 mins at 
37 °C (in incubator). The cell culture coverslips incubated with Fura 2 AM were then placed in a perfusion chamber. 
After that, the perfusion apparatus so installed was adjusted to aspirate liquids at 50 µL/ sec. The internal and platform 
dual temperature controller was maintained at 37° C. The focal plane was subsequently adjusted to clearly focus on the 
hippocampal neurons under the microscope. The samples are then excited rapidly with 340 nm (high calcium) and 380 
nm (low calcium) while the emission is collected at around 510 nm. The image analysis was performed using 
MetaFluor. The ratiometric measurement of the signal which is collected at 510 nm after excitation at 340/ 380 nm 
gives a measure of the instantaneous calcium ion change. Fluo 4 AM calcium probe (same methodology as Fura 2 AM 
for dye incubation) was also utilized to study the accumulation of calcium ions (5 mM) in neurons (DIV 14) with an 
Olympus 1X81 microscope.  

 
II.6 DATA ANALYSIS 

The calcium imaging data captured employing Fluo 4 AM were processed by MetaMorph software. For the 
purpose of measuring fluorescence intensity, 10 randomly chosen neurons were analyzed on the control and PEDOT: 
tosylate before and after the addition of calcium ions. All experiments were performed in triplicates. Two-tailed 
Student t-test was performed for studying the statistical significance of the data; with p < 0.05, considered to be 
statistically significant. The values are shown by mean ± standard deviation. 

III. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS 
 

III.1 PEDOT: TOSYLATE SUPPORTING THE GROWTH OF HIPPOCAMPAL NEURONS. 
  The rats procured were in good shape and well cared for. The rat pups were born healthy and within 16h, 
the obtained hippocampal neurons were healthy with good anchorage and dendritic network. 
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The rats procured were in good shape and well cared for. The rat pups were born healthy and within 16h, the 
obtained hippocampal neurons were healthy with good anchorage and dendritic network. 
 

 
Fig 2: DIC image of rat hippocampal neurons. Neuron cultured on poly-L-lysine coated glass cover slip 

(control) and PEDOT: tosylate on DIV 15. 
 
  The neuronal cells were able to attach to the PEDOT substrates after seeding and begin neurite extension 
within 1 day. Fig 2 clearly demonstrates that the growth and differentiation of the cultured neurons on the 
PEDOT-based substrate are morphologically similar to that of the control substrate. TOS doped PEDOT 
substrates showed more neuronal aggregation compared to control but overall proved to be compatible with neural 
primary cultures. 
 
III.2 IMMUNOFLUORESCENCE STUDY INDICATING BIOCOMPATIBILITY OF PEDOT: TOSYLATE  

The hippocampal neuron cultures (control, PEDOT: PSS & PEDOT: tosylate) were immune-labeled following 
the previously mentioned protocol for quantifying the growth and development of neurons.  
 

` 
Fig 3: Immunofluorescence imaging of neuron culture. (a)  Neurons (DIV 15) cultured on poly-L-lysine-coated glass 

(Control) (b) PEDOT: PSS and PEDOT: tosylate. Cells were stained with antibodies anti MAP2 (green). 
 

Anti-MAP2 antibody stained neuron culture (DIV 15) images is shown in Fig 3. Fig 3 visibly illustrates 
similar growth and differentiation of neuronal cells, comparable to both the control (Fig 3a) and PEDOT: tosylate (Fig 
3b).We can conclude that PEDOT: tosylate layers exhibit healthy morphological features including neurite 
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development and formation of arborizations along with comparable network size and cell density when matched to 
neuronal culture maintained on control substrate.   
 
III.3 CALCIUM IMAGING INDICATING HEALTHY NEURONAL GROWTH AND SYNAPTIC RESPONSE 
ON PEDOT: TOSYLATE. 

Polystyrene sulfonate doped PEDOT (PEDOT: PSS) have been able to support growth and differentiation of 
hippocampal neurons in comparison to control substrate, showing similar neuronal passive properties including 
membrane capacitance, input resistance and resting membrane potential, evaluated by single cell patch clamp 
recording[22].  Patch-clamp recordings can differentiate between neuronal subtypes but fail to investigate the neuronal 
plasticity and synaptic response, which can be obtained from calcium imaging studies. Fig 4, shows the calcium 
imaging experiments conducted employing ratiometric dye - Fura 2 AM, on postnatal rat hippocampal neurons (DIV 
14) cultured on control substrates to evaluate the responses of external chemical stimulus (EGTA-Ca2+ chelator & Ca2+ 

ions).  
 

 
 

 
Fig 4: Calcium imaging studies employing Fura 2 AM (a) Real fluorescent intensity (background substracted) of Fura 2 
AM inside cultured rat neuron on control (b) HBSS addition for 50 cycles (c) EGTA (10mM) added for 100 cycles (d) 

5mM CaCl2 in HBSS was added for 50 cycles. 
 

The steps involved in Ca imaging using Fura 2 AM (Fig 4a) are as follows- 
1. HBSS (with Ca++ ions) was added for 50 cycles (each cycle = 2 sec).There is no increase or decrease of Ca++ ions 

conc both inside and outside the cell. (340 and 380 steady) Ratio steady (Fig 4b). 
2. EGTA (10mM) was added to the system for further 100 cycles. This lead to decreasing Ca++ ions conc. (340 

decreasing and 380 increasing). Ratio decreases (Fig 4c). 
3. Next 5mM CaCl2 in HBSS was added for 50 cycles leading to increase of Ca ions inside cell. (340 increasing and 380 

decreasing). Ratio increases (Fig 4d).  
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4. EGTA (10mM) was added to the system for further 75 cycles. This lead to decreasing Ca++ ions conc. (340 decreasing and 380 
increasing). Ratio decreases. 

5. Next 5mM CaCl2 in HBSS was added for 75 cycles leading to increase of Ca ions inside cell. (340 increasing and 380 
decreasing). Ratio increases. 

The working distance of the 20x objective lens (Objective Fluar 20x/0.75, Carl Zeiss) was around 0.60 mm, which was suitable 
for cell studies on coverslips (0.17 mm) but unsuitable for thicker ITO glasses (1.1 mm). So, for studying the synaptic activity of 
neurons cultured on PEDOT: tosylate, calcium imaging was performed employing Fluo 4 AM dye on a 1X81 microscope (20x/0.5 
objective lens, working distance 2.1 mm). 

 

 
 

 
Fig 5: Calcium imaging studies employing Fluo 4 AM. Neuron culture (DIV 14) on (a) Control – before addition of 
Ca2+ ions (b) Control – 10 mins after addition of Ca2+ ions (5 mM in HBSS) (c) PEDOT: tosylate before addition of 

Ca2+ ions (d) PEDOT: tosylate before addition of Ca2+ ions (5 mM in HBSS). 
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As can be clearly seen from Fig 5, the neurons were grown on PEDOT: tosylate (Fig 5 c-d) displayed similar 
synaptic activity with regard to control substrate (Fig 5 a-b), indicating its ability to support functionally active mature 
neurons. Fluo 4 AM fluorescence intensity was found to be similar before and after addition of calcium ions (5 mM), 
amongst the control (99.48 ± 24.47 arbitrary units (Fig 5a); 197.71 ± 26.39 arbitrary units (Fig 5b)) and PEDOT: 
tosylate (95.56 ± 30.18 arbitrary units (Fig 5c); 185.25 ± 38.8 arbitrary units (Fig 5d)) respectively; p < 0.05, T-Test 
(Fig 5). These results indicate the similarity in size and activity of neuronal network cultured in control and PEDOT: 
tosylate, after under a week of in vitro culture. The fluorescent intensity was found to almost double for neuronal 
cultures for both the control and PEDOT: tosylate samples upon addition of calcium ions (5 mM). Also, it is quite 
evident from Fig 5, that neurons have a tendency to aggregate on PEDOT: tosylate during growth and development. 

IV.  CONCLUSION 
 
In this study, we have successfully utilized tosylate doped PEDOT materials as PEDOT: tosylate conducting 

polymeric substrate for establishing primary neural cultures. By studying hippocampal neuronal growth on the 
substrate, we found such material capable of harvesting healthy primary neural networks as compared to PSS-doped 
counterparts as well. Hence this material is well suited for exploitation and industrial applications in future neural 
prosthetics and implantable electronic devices. The as-synthesized PEDOT: tosylate substrate was coated on ITO glass, 
followed by poly-L-lysine coating to improve the neuronal viability before seeding of the primary hippocampal neuron. 
The immunofluorescence study performed on mature (DIV 15) neuron culture on PEDOT: tosylate, showed good 
biocompatibility, morphological integrity and maturation phases compared to control. In a further study, we 
characterized the neurons via calcium response imaging for probing the functional characteristics. The synaptic activity 
measured in terms of fluorescent intensity employing calcium indicators, pointed towards comparable response times, 
stimuli- receptor sensitivity and usual structural patterns and signaling cascades generated in response to external 
electrical pulse stimuli from both control and PEDOT: tosylate.  The calcium imaging experiments conducted on 
mature (DIV 14) neuron culture exhibited similar synaptic behavior. Though direct electro-simulation studies are yet to 
be performed, this paper reports the initial growth characteristics of structurally and functionally potent, viable neural 
cells, that conclusively launches tosylate doped PEDOT as a feasible for neural culture. Also, considering the 
biocompatibility and other advantages PEDOT: tosylate possess over other PEDOT composites[35], this material could 
provide an option exploited for developing neural prosthetics and implantable devices for in vivo disease model studies. 
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